OUR BEST SELLERS
A Style For Every Speaking Need

MULTIMEDIA CONFERENCE AND CLASSROOM FURNITURE
ALL CUSTOMIZABLE

CLICK ON ANY ITEM FOR MORE INFO

OUR PATRIOT LECTERN IS MADE IN THE USA!

CUSTOMIZE any Lectern with your Company Logo

SN3230 MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER LECTERN
S/SW/SN3235 MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATION PLUS LECTERN
S/SW/SN3230 MULTIMEDIA LECTERN
S/SW/SN430 MULTIMEDIA SMART LECTERN
SN3265 VISIONARY MULTIMEDIA
S/SW/SN3035 AMBASSADOR LECTERN
S/SW/SN3030 COVENTRY LECTERN
S/SW/SN3040A-3045A ADJUSTABLE PATRIOT LECTERN
SN3625,SN3630 INTELLECT LECTERN
SN3610,SN3615, SN3620 ORACLE LECTERN
S/SW/SN3020 VICTORIA LECTERN
S/SW/SN3635,SN3640, SN3645 MOBILE-LITE LECTERN
S/SW/SN470 CHANCELLOR LECTERN

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES!

Made in the USA
CONTEMPORARY LECTERNS
A WIDE VARIETY OF COLORS AND MATERIALS, AVAILABLE WITH A FLAT OR CURVED PROFILE.

SOUND SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
CLICK HERE FOR INFO

NEW!
MADE IN THE USA

SN3900
ADA SIT TO STAND LECTERN

VERSATILE SIT TO STAND CAPABILITY!

SN3910
ADA COMPLIANT LECTERN

ADA Compliant
Made in the USA

CT4080
COLLABORATION HUDDLE TABLE

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CUSTOM LOGO OPTIONS!

ACRYLIC LECTERNS
SHARPEN ANY CONFERENCE MEETING ROOM OR LOOK

SN3910
ADA COMPLIANT LECTERN

S/N/SW505A
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT LECTERN

VERSATILE SIT TO STAND CAPABILITY!

SN3900
ADA COMPLIANT LECTERN

ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT LECTERNS

S/SW/SN3040A-3045A
ADJUSTABLE PATRIOT LECTERN

CLICK HERE
FOR INFO

CONTEMPORARY LECTERNS
A WIDE VARIETY OF COLORS AND MATERIALS, AVAILABLE WITH A FLAT OR CURVED PROFILE.
STANDARD FULL HEIGHT LECTERNS
IN A VARIETY OF SIZES AND FINISHES TO SUIT ALL YOUR SPEAKING NEEDS

S/SW505
EXECUTIVE SOUND COLUMN LECTERN

S/SW505A
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT LECTERN

S/SW450
PRESIDENTIAL PLUS LECTERN

S/SW/SN3230
MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER LECTERNS

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CUSTOM LOGO OPTIONS!

WATERPROOF PLASTIC HARD SHELL LECTERNS

S/SW/W355
ELITE LECTERN

SN/ST/SW3250
PINNACLE LECTERN

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CUSTOMIZABLE VALET PODIUMS!

VALET PODIUMS
ENHANCE YOUR VALET SERVICES WITH OUR VERSATILE SELECTION OF HOSTING AND VALET PODIUMS!

S/SW/SN3230
MULTIMEDIA LECTERNS

NON-SOUND LECTERNS
AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF SOLID WOOD, ACRYLIC, AND MULTIMEDIA

SN/ST/SW3250
PINNACLE LECTERN

CLICK HERE
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CUSTOMIZABLE VALET PODIUMS!

TABLETOP LECTERNS
OUR TABLETOP LECTERNS ARE PORTABLE, DURABLE, LIGHTWEIGHT, AND CONVENIENT
RACK CABINETS
STORE YOUR RACK COMPONENTS IN ELEGANCE AND STYLE!

RC2101
21U RACK CABINET

RC1201
12U RACK CABINET

AVAILABLE COLORS
Wood Veneer
- Mahogany Stained Oak
- Cherry Stained Oak
- Maple

Laminate
- Mahogany
- Cherry
- Oak

6-outlet power strip with surge suppressor, 10 foot power cord with rotating 360° flat wall plug
Excess cord wrap hooks
10-32 threaded, universal EIA spacing, fixed front and user installed back steel rack rails
4 Casters - 2 locking
Tinted, Locking Front Door
UL-listed cooling fan provides ventilation

ADDITIONAL MODELS COMING SOON!

Integrate our built-in rack mount system with the 3230M, for seamless multimedia integration!

3230M
WIRELESS RACK RAIL
READY MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER LECTERN
PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS
REACH AUDIENCES FROM 10 TO 10,000 PEOPLE!

SW925 DIGITAL AUDIO TRAVEL PARTNER

B9251/B9252/B9253 DIGITALAUDIO TRAVEL PARTNER BUNDLES

SW800 TITAN WIRELESS PORTABLE PA SYSTEM

SW725 BLUETOOTH WIRELESS PORTABLE MEDIA PLAYER PA

S222A AUDIO PORTABLE BUDDY
SW222A/SW223A WIRELESS AUDIO PORTABLE BUDDY

S224A DUAL WIRELESS AUDIO PORTABLE BUDDY WITH WIRELESS MICROPHONES

S208 2.4 GHz DIGITAL BELT BLASTER
S206 BELT BLASTER
S207 BELT BLASTER PRO

S207 DIGITAL DDING BLASTER

Our Belt Blasters come with heavy-duty Neoprene Acoustic Sport Packs to protect from sweat and weather

NEW!

SW245B BLUETOOTH DUAL AUDIO PAL

S1232 POWERED WALL MOUNT COMPUTER SPEAKERS
The AmpliVox Mega Hailer & AirVox Mobile PA Systems are totally wireless, **highly intelligible**, lightweight battery powered loudspeaker systems with excellent sound coverage in a **highly portable** package.

**AMPLIVOX HALF MILE HAILER SYSTEMS- EXCELLENT FOR:**

- **SPORTS**
  - Public Safety
  - Crowd Control
  - Athletic Activities
  - Political Campaigns
  - Band Practice and more

**SOUND CRUISERS - VEHICLE PA SYSTEMS**

**TAKE YOUR MESSAGE ON THE ROAD!**

**MULTIPLE WIRELESS POWERED SPEAKER HAILERS AND KITS**

**EXPAND YOUR HALF MILE HAILER OUTDOOR SYSTEM**

**HALF MILE HAILERS AND KITS**

**PROJECT CLEAR SOUND UP TO A HALF MILE AWAY**
LINE ARRAY/SOUND BARS
THESE SPEAKERS CAN BE INTEGRATED WITH VIDEO CONFERENCE CARTS, DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND INTERACTIVE WHITE BOARDS TO DELIVER CLEAR SOUND IN ANY SETTING.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
PREPARATION SAVES LIVES!

SCHOOL LISTENING CENTERS
ENHANCE YOUR STUDENTS LISTENING SKILLS

Different headphone packages available, to best suit your organizations' needs

GSA Schedule Contract
http://www.ampli.com/pdf/AMPLIVOX-GS-03F-100AA.pdf

TSA CONTRACT
CONTRACT # HSTS04-15-A-CI4020

www.ampli.com | info@ampli.com | (800) 267-5486

The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Amplivox Sound Systems, LLC is under license.